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 A screw pitch gauge is used to determine the

pitch of a thread.

 It is also used to compare the profile of threads.

 Pitch gauge are

available with a

number of blades

assembled as a set.

 Each blade is meant

for checking a

particular standard

thread pitch.



 The blade are made of

thin spring steel sheets

and are hardened.

 Some screw pitch gauge

sets will have blades

provided for checking

British standard threads

(BSW and BSF etc).

 The thread profile on each

blade is cut for about

25mm to 30mm.



Blade

Thread



 A screw thread is a ridge of uniform section formed

helically on the surface of a cylinder body.

 An external screw thread is formed on the outer

surface of a cylindrical part. Ex: bolts, screws,

studs, thread spindles etc.



 External threads and

internal threads are

assembled together for

different engineering

uses.

 screw threads are

used as fasteners to

hold and dismantle

components.



To transmit motion on 

machines from one 

unit to another.

To make accurate 

measurement

To apply 

pressure

To make 

adjustment



Crest: The top surface joining the two sides of a thread.

Root: The bottom surface joining the two sides of adjacent threads.

Flank: The surface joining the crest and the root.

Thread angle: The perpendicular between the flanks of adjacent

threads.

Depth: The perpendicular distance between the roots and crest of the

thread.



Major Diameter: In the case of external threads it is the diameter of the

blank on which the threads are cut and in the case of internal threads it

is the largest diameter after the threads are cut that are known as major

diameter.

Minor Diameter: The minor diameter is the smallest diameter after

cutting the full thread.

Pitch: It is the distance from a point on one thread to a corresponding

point on the adjacent thread measured parallel to the axis.



Lead: Lead is the distance a

threaded component moves

along the matching component

during one complete revolution.

Helix angle: The angle of

inclination of the thread to the

imaginary perpendicular line.

Hand: The direction in which the

thread is turned to advance right

hand thread clockwise direction

to advance, which a left hand

thread is turned anticlockwise

direction.



1) VEE thread

2) Square threads

3) Trapezoidal threads. 

 These threads are of a “V” shape.

 VEE threads of different types are available.

 VEE thread is the most commonly used form of screw threads,

and is used for domestic and industrial application like bolts,

nuts and spindle for micrometer etc.



 The cross section of these threads is square in shape.

 These threads are very strong, and are used on fly presses,

screw jacks etc.

 Knuckle thread is a modified form of square thread.

 In this case the crest and root are rounded to form a semi-

circle.



 This is also a modified square thread.

 The angle between the flanks is 30º

 Theses threads are also strong and are used for easy

engagement and disengagement in transmission.

 Lead screw of machine tools are made of trapezoidal

threads.



 This form of thread has an inclination of 30 on one

side and 300 on the other side.

 These threads are used in places where sliding

forces act in one direction.



1) ISO metric thread

2) ISO inch (unified thread)

3) British standard with-worth thread.

4) British standard fine thread.



 This is the form thread approved by B.I.S for threaded

fastening.

 Two series of threads have been identified by ISO metric –

coarse and ISO metric – fine.

 The thread angle is 60º

 The root of the external thread is rounded.

 The crest of the external thread is flat, but sometimes it is

rounded depending on the type of the manufacturing

process.

 The root of the internal thread is cleared beyond the width

equal to one eighth of the pitch, and is rounded.



 ISO metric coarse thread is designated such as

M12 and M12 x 1.25.

Ex: M12

1) M- Metric thread

2) 12- is the diameter of the thread

3) 1.25- in this case indicates the pitch of the

thread.



ISO inch (unified) thread

 The ISO inch system (unified) is recognized standard for interchangeability

with the American national thread.

 Two types of Unified thread like,

1) Unified thread (UNC)

2) Unified fine (UNF)

 This thread angle is an 60º

 The thread profile similar to that ISO metric thread.

Designation of ISO inch (unified) thread

Ex: a) ¼ 20 UNC

b) ¼ 28 UNF

• 1/4 – means indicate the diameter of thread

• 20 – it has 20 thread per inch (TPI)

• UNC – Unified coarse series

• UNF – Unified fine series



 This thread is being replaced by ISO metric thread.

 This thread is still being continued in a limited manner, particularly in

the production of spare parts and repair works.

 These thread have 55º angle and are rounded at the crest and the root.

This thread has the same as BSW, 

but with finer pitches.



 Hand taps are used for internal threading of components.

 They are made of high carbon steel or high speed steel.

 Threads are cut on the surface, and high accurately finished.

 To form the cutting edges, the flutes are cut across the thread.

 For holding and turning the taps while cutting threads, the

ends of the shanks are squared.

 The size of the taps and the type of the thread are usually

marks on the shank.

 Marking are also to indicate the type of tap i.e. first, second or

plug.





Squared 

shank

Thread

Taper 

thread



1) First tap or taper tap

2) Second tap or intermediate tap

3) Plug or bottoming tap.



 These taps are identical in all features except in the taper lead.

 The taper tap is to start the thread.

 The bottoming tap is used to finish the threads of a blind hole

to the correct depth.

 For identifying the type of taps quickly, the taps are either

numbered as 1,2 and 3 rings are marked on the shank.

 The taper tap has one ring

 The intermediate tap has two rings

 Bottoming tap has three rings.



1) Double ended adjustable wrench

2) T-handle tap wrench

3) Solid type wrench

Tap wrenches are used to align and drive the hand taps

correctly into the hole to be thread.





 This is the most commonly used type of tap wrench.

 It is available in various sizes.

 These tap wrenches are more suitable for large diameter taps and can

be used in open place.

 These are small adjustable chucks

with two jaws and a handle to turn

the wrench.

 This tap wrench is useful to work in

restricted places and is turned with

one hand only.

 This wrench is not available for

holding large diameter taps.



Handle

Moveable 

Jaw

Body



These wrenches are not adjustable.

They can take only certain sizes of taps.

This eliminates the use of wrong length of the tap wrenches

and thus prevents damage to the taps.





1) Circular split die (Button die)

2) Half die

3) Adjustable screw plate die.

Threading dies are used 

to cut external threads on 

cylindrical workpieces.



 This has a slot cut to permit slight variation in size.

 When held in the diestock, variation in the size can be made by using

the adjustable screws.

 This permits increasing or decreasing of the depth of cut.

 When the side screws are tightened the die will close slightly.

 For adjusting the depth of the cut, the centre screw is advanced and

locked in the groove.

 This type of die stock is called button pattern stock.

HandleHandle

Locking 

screw



 Half dies are stronger in

construction

 Adjustments can be made

easily to increase or

decrease the depth of cut.

 These dies are available in

matching pairs and should

be used together.

 They need a special die

holder.



 This is another type of a two

pieces die similar to the half die.

 This provides greater

adjustment than the split die.

 The two die valves are held

securely in a collar by means of

a threaded plate, which also

acts as a guide while threading.



Before a tap is used for cutting internal threads, a hole is to be drilled.

The diameter of the hole should be such that it should have sufficient

material in the hole for the tap to cut the thread.

ISO metric thread

Tapping drill size for M10 x 1.5 thread

Minor diameter = major diameter – 2 x depth

Depth of thread = 0.6134 x pitch of a screw

2 depth of thread = 0.6134 x 2 x pitch

= 1.226 x 1.5mm = 1.839mm

Minor diameter (D1) = 10mm – 1.839mm

= 8.161mm or 8.2mm

Tap drill size = major diameter – pitch

= 10mm – 1.5mm

= 8.5mm



A reamer is a multipoint cutting tool used for enlarging by

finishing previously drilled holes to accurate sizes.

• High quality surface finish

• Dimensional accuracy to 

close limits

• Also small holes which

cannot be finished by

other processes can be

finished.



1) Hand reamer 

2) Machine reamer

Machine reamers are fitted on spindle of

machine tools and rotated for reaming.

Machine reamers are provided with Morse

taper shanks for holding on machine

spindle.

Reaming by using hand reamers is

manually for which great skill is needed.

Hand reamers have straight shanks with

square at the end, for holding with tap

wrenches.



Axis: The longitudinal centre line

of the reamer.

Body: The portion of the reamer

extending from the entering end of

the reamer to the commencement.

Shank: The portion of the reamer

which is held and driven. It can be

parallel or taper.

Terms relating to cutting geometry

flutes: The groove in the body of

the reamer to provide cutting

edges, to permit the removal of

chips.



Rake angle: The angle in a diameter plane formed by the face and

a radial line from the cutting edge.

Clearance angle: The angle formed by the primary or secondary

clearance and the tangent to the periphery of the reamer at the

cutting edge.

Helix angle: The angle between the edge and the reamer axis.





Hand reamers are used to

ream holes manually

using tap wrenches.

These reamers have a long taper lead. This allow to start the

reamer straight and alignment with hole being reamed.

Most hand reamer are for right hand cutting.

Helical fluted hand reamers have left hand helix. The left hand helix will

produce smooth cutting action and finish.

Most reamers, machine or hand, have uneven spacing of teeth. This

feature of reamers helps to reduce chattering while reaming.



A reamer which has parallel cutting

edges with taper and bevel lead.



This reamer has tapered cutting edges

for reaming tapers holes to suit taper

pins.

For this type of hammer, a portion of the body is cylindrically

ground to form a pilot at the entering end.

This reamer has tapered cutting edges

to suit metric morse tapers. The socket

reamer is used for reaming internal

morse tapered holes.



Straight fluted reamers are useful for general reaming work.

Helical fluted reamers are particularly suitable for reaming 

holes with keyway grooves.  

To specify of reamer type, flute, 

shank and size



Wrench

Reamer

Bench vice



 For reaming with a hand or a machine reamer, the hole drilled

should be smaller than the reamer size.

 The drilled hole should have sufficient metal for finishing with

reamer.

Calculating drill size for reamer

Drill size= Reamed size – (Undersize + Oversize)

Under size the recommended reduction in

size for different ranges of drill diameter.

Finished size is the diameter of the

reamer.



Diameter of ready reamed 

hole (mm)

Undersize of rough bored 

hole (mm)

Under 5 0.1 to 0.2

5 to 20 0.2 to 0.3

21 to 50 0.3 to 0.5

Over 50 0.5 to 1

Example:

Drill size = Reamed size – (Undersize + Oversize)

Finished size = 10mm

Undersize as per table = 0.2mm

Oversize = 0.05mm

Drill size = 10 – 0.25 = 9.75mm



Importance of specifying steel section correctly

A fitter should be able to correctly specify steel section.

Steel flats:

Hot rolled steel flats are designated

by the width (mm) followed by the

letters ISF, and the thickness (mm)

as per IS 1730:1989

Ex: 50 ISF 10

Where the width and thickness of

the flat are 50 mm and 10 mm

respectively.



Steel angles are widely used in engineering work.

Two types of steel angles like, According to IS 808 – 1989

1) Indian standard equal leg angles ISA

2) Indian standard unequal leg angles ISA



Steel rounds:

Hot rolled steel rounds shall be designated by the symbol and

diameter as IS 10720 – 1983

Ex: Ø 30

30 mm is the diameter of the round rod.

Steel squares:

Square bars are designated by the symbol and followed by the

side width (mm) as per IS 10720 – 1983

Ex: Ø 32

32 mm is the side width of the square in mm.



 A pipe vice is used for holding

round section of metal, tubes

and pipes.

 The pipe vice grips the work

at four points on its surface.

A quick releasing vice is

similar to an ordinary

bench vice.



Handle

Spindle

Upper Jaw

Lower Jaw

Body





Hand vice are used for

gripping screws, rivets,

keys, small drills.

A hand vice is made in

various shapes and

sizes.

The length varies from

125 to 150mm and jaw

width from 40 to 40 mm.



The toolmaker’s vice is used for

holding small work which

requires filing or drilling and

marking of small jobs on the

surface plats. This vice is made

of mild steel.

The pin vice is used for holding

small diameter jobs.

Handle

Moveable 

Jaw
Fixed 

Jaw



Channel section:

 The cross section resembles that of a

channel, and hence the name channel

is given.

Classification

Channel section are classified

1) Indian standard junior channel

2) Indian standard light weight channel

3) Indian standard medium weight

channel.

Ex: 

1) MC 200, JC 100, LC 100, MCP 100 etc.

2) MB 200, JB 100, LB 100, HB 100 etc



 When accurate dimensional

features are to be marked.

 Marking using datum surfaces

which are not perfectly flat will

result in dimensional

inaccuracies.

 Surface plates are generally

made of good quality cast iron

which are stress relieved to

prevent distortion.

 Other material used for granite

surface plate.



Surface plates used for machine

shop work are available in three

grades – grade 1,2,3.

The grade 1 surface plate is more

acceptable than the other two

grades.

Specification:

Cast iron surface plates are

designated by their length, breadth,

grade and the Indian standard

number.

Ex: Cast iron surface plate 2000 X

1000 Gr1. IS 2285



Constructional features:

 Angle plate have two plane surfaces,

machined perfectly flat and right angle.

 Generally made of cast iron.

Types of angle plate:

Plain solid angle plate:

 It has the two plane surfaces perfectly

machined at 90° to each other.

Slotted type angle plate:

 The two plane surfaces of this of angle

plate have slots milled.

 The slots are machined on the top plane

surfaces for accommodating clamping

bolts.



 This is adjustable so, that the two

surfaces can be kept at an angle.

 The two machined surfaces are on two

separate pieces which are assembled.



Angle plates are available in two grades – grade 1 and grade 2.

Specification of angle plates size of grades.

They have application similar to

those of other angle plates. After

setting, the work can be turned

over with the box enabling

further marking out or

machining.



Solid Parallel bocks:

 This is the type of parallel which is very

much used in machine shop work.

 They are made of steel pieces of

rectangular cross section.

 They are different grades like, grade A

and grade B

Adjustable parallel blocks:

 These consist of two tapered blocks

sliding one over the other in a tongue

and groove assembly.

 Solid and adjustable parallel blocks are

used for parallel setting of work pieces.



V blocks are devices used for marking and setting up

work on machine. “V” is 90° in all cases.

Single level single groove “V” block

Single level double groove “V” block

Double level single groove “V” block

Matched pair “V” block



This type has only one

groove and has single

groove on either side.

This type will have one V

groove and two grooves on

either side for clamping in

two positions.



“U” 

Clamp

Spindle



In this case, the V block will

have two V groove on the top

and bottom and a single groove

for clamping on either side.

These blocks are available in

pairs which have the same

size and same grade of

accuracy. These sets of blocks

are used for supporting long

shafts, parallel on machine.





 These blocks are not as accurate as the

ones in grade A.

 These blocks are used for general

machine shop work.

 These are more accurate and arte

available only up to 100 mm length.

 They are made of high quality steel.



Clamping devices for V blocks:

 U clamps are provided for

holding cylindrical jobs

firmly on V blocks.

Ex:

1) V blocks 50/5-40 A – IS

2949

 Means a 50 mm long V block

capable of clamping work

pieces between 5 to 40 mm

in diameter and of grade A.



Clearance hole:

When two machined components are

assembled, a small gap is needed

between the two parts is called as

clearance.

Clearances to the component holes are

given according to the type of

fastening and the assembly.

A certain standard has to maintained

in providing these clearances since too

match of clearance may cause mis-

alignment of the two parts fastened.



Ex:

For a bolt of 16 mm diameter, the clearance hole for fine grade

is 17 mm, 18mm for medium grade it is 18 mm, and for coarse

grade it is 19 mm.



 The combined operation of drilling and countersinking

with one tool is known as center drill.

 A center drill is made of high speed steel and it is

cylindrical in shape.

 Type A

 Type B

 Type R



With drill points 0.8mm and below will have

the cutting edge on one side only.

To produce a center hole with plain

drilled portion, with a countersink and

has a further conical portion to form

additional countersinking to protect the

center hole and is an angle of 120°.



Drilling machine,

 lathe machine

centering machine.

This also has provision to provide

protected center hole.







Convexity of file:

 Most files have the faces slightly bellied

lengthwise. This is known as convexity

of a file.

Purpose:

 If the file parallel in thickness, all the

teeth on the surfaces of the work will

cut.

 It is more difficult to control a file of

uniform thickness.

 Excessive chip removal at the front or

rear work piece edges is prevented and

filing of the flat surface is made easier

because of the convexity on the cutting

edge.



Purpose of using clamp:

 Clamps of different types are used for

preventing the movement work.

Requirement of clamping devices:

 Should be able to manipulate for easy

loading.

 Should provide the required clamping

device

 Should be capable of locking with

minimum movement.

 Should accommodate a range of sizes of

jobs

C clamps:

 These clamps are in the shape of a C

 The C clamp has its body forged or cast.



Use of “C” clamps



Toolmaker’s clamp:

 This is the type most commonly used by

toolmakers for holding small, machined, flat

pieces for further operations.

 They have two rectangular pieces of steel

perfectly machined.

 The toolmaker’s clamp is not suitable for doing

any heavy operations on the work pieces since

the contacting and holding area of the clamp is

limited.

U Clamps:

 These are clamps used along with V blocks as

an accessory.

 These clamps serve the purpose of holding the

round work securely in the V groove for layout

operations as well as machining operations.



Purpose:

 It is a common practice to provide washers

under the nuts in bolted joints.

Washers help to:

 Increase the frictional grip

Prevent loosening of nuts due to vibrations

Prevent damage to the work pieces

Types of washers:

Plain or flat washers

Taper washers

Spring washers

Tab washers

Toothed lock washers



Pain or flat washers:

 These washers are used for

bolting assemblies with flat

surfaces.

 The diameter, thickness and

the bore diameter are

proportional to the diameter of

bolt.

 Plain washers are available as

machined or punched

washers.

Machined washers:

 These washers are used for

assemblies using machined

components.

 These washers are available

with chamfer on one side or

both side.

Punched washers:

These do not have chamfer and

commonly used in structural

fabrication work.

Tapered washers:

These are used in structural

assemblies with tapered.



Spring Washers:

 Spring washers are used under nuts to

prevent slackening of the nuts due to

vibrations.

 They are made of spring steel, and when

compressed they create tension between

the bolt and the nut.

Tab washers:

 These washers are used for locking the

nuts.



Toothed locked washers:

 These washers have serrations, cut and

twisted. When placed between the nut and

the assembly, this washer exerts friction on

both the contacting surfaces.

 This prevents from slackening.

Specifications:

 The Indian standard IS 2016 – 1967

designated a washer by name, type, size

and number of the standard and material.

Ex:

 A machined washer of size 10.5 mm made

of brass shall be designated as machined

washer 10.5 IS : 2016 – brass.



Need for work holding and locating:

 In order to carry out effectively the

machine shop operation.

 It is necessary to locate and hold work

pieces correctly.

A work pieces when not properly held will

be free to move in six different direction

as shown in figure.

Principle of work holding and locating:

The freedom of movement can be arrested

by the following methods as shown figure.

Butting the work against solid surfaces.

Use of holding devices (friction)





Application:

 In the case of a vice, the freedom of

movement is restricted by friction as

shown figure.

 A V block used for supporting

rounds as abutment is free to move

in some direction as shown in

figure.

 Can be restricted by using a clamp

or vice.

 Figures shows different machining

set-up by which the axial and

rotational movement are arrested.



The method of locating and holding depends upon the following,

The nature of machining operations

The size and shape of the component

The number of components to be machined



Ex:

 When the marking is done progressively

as shown in figure, the maximum

distance from the datum line AB to the

5th hole is 75.5mm. The minimum

distance from the datum line AB is

74.5mm.

 There is a tolerance of 1mm in size.

 Assembly of matching parts and the

interchangeability may not be possible in

such cases.

 To avoid this error, each feature of the

component should be marked out

individually from the edge AB, as shown

in figure.



Datum line and datum surface:

Datum line is a reference line from which all

other lines are marked.

 This can be also a reference surfaces or

plane for marking or measurement.

 All measurements are made from this

surfaces.

Types of reference:

Edge datum:

 The datum surface in this case is the edge

of a work.

 All marking and measurements are carried

out using edge as the basis.

Point datum:

 In this case, the reference is a point for

marking and measurement.



Line datum:

Use of a center line as a datum is an example of this figure.



 The surfaces of the different process in their appearance as

well as feel when we place and move our hand over the

surfaces, as shown figure.

The surface finish will greatly depend upon

 The component itself

 The process of manufactures

 The machine operation by which the component is being

made, as shown figure.



Roughness values

Ra Values in microns 

(micrometer)

Roughness 

Grade number 

50 N12

25 N11

12.5 N10

6.3 N9

3.2 N8

1.6 N7

0.8 N6

0.4 N5

0.2 N4

0.1 N3

0.05 N2

0.025 N1





Position of the specification of surface textures in the drawing



Constructional features:

 The depth micrometer consists of a stock

on which a graduated sleeve is fitted.

 The other end of the sleeve is threaded

with 0.5mm pitch V thread.

 A thimble which is internally threaded to

the same pitch and form, mates with the

threaded sleeve.

 There are different ranges of 0 to 25, 25

to 50mm etc





Dial Test Indicator:

 Dial Test Indicators are

instruments of high precision, used

for comparing and determining the

variation in the sizes of a

component.

 These instruments cannot give the

direct reading of the sizes like

micrometers and vernier caliper.

Principle of working:

 The magnification of the small

movement of the plunger or stylus

converted into a rotary motion of

the pointer on a circular scale.

Types:

Plunger type and lever type





Plunger type dial test indicator:

 Parts of dial test indicator: 1) pointer, 2)

Rotatable bezel 3) bezel clamp 4) back lug

5) transparent dial cover 6) stem 7)

plunger 8) anvil 9) revolution counter.

 For converting the linear motion of the

plunger, a rack and pinion mechanism is

used.

Lever type dial test indicator:

 In the case of this type of dial test

indicators, the magnification of the

movement is obtained by the mechanism

of the lever and scroll.

 It has a stylus with a ball type contact,

operating the horizontal plane.





Uses:

 To compare the dimensions of a work pieces against a known

standard, e.g.. Slip gauges.

 To check parallelism of shafts and bars

 To check plane surfaces for parallelism and flatness





Indicator stand: 

Magnetic stand with universal clamp

Magnetic stand with flexible post

General purpose holder with cast iron

base





Ferrous metals and alloys can be identified by

 Their appearance (colour, texture etc)

 Their weight (light or heavy)

 The sound

 Cold hammering 

 The spark test

Metal/ alloys Colour

Copper Distinctive red 

colour

Aluminium Dull white

Lead Bluish grey 

colour

Tin Silvery white

Brass (alloy) Distinctive 

yellow colour

Bronze Colour between 

copper and 

brass



Low carbon steel

Medium carbon steel 

High carbon steel

High speed steel



 The metric system for measurement is most widely used for

industrial measurements.

 But certain industries, the British system of measurement is

still being used.

 In this system of measurement, the inch, its multiples and sub-

division are used.

"37.3910001

"03937.01

9144.0"361

54.24.25"1









mmmeter

mm

myard

cmmm

1/64” = 0.015625”

1/32” = 0.03125”

1/16” = 0.0625”

1/8” = 0.125”

¼” = 0.25”

½” = 0.5”



READING VERNIER CALIPER AND MICROMETER WITH 

INCH GRADUATIONS  

Reading vernier caliper and micrometer:

 The vernier caliper with inch graduation will have a least count

of 0.001”

 The vernier scales for these caliper have graduation with 25

divisions.

 One inch of the main scale is divided into 10 major divisions,

and each divided into 4 equal parts.

 The value of each sub-division is 0.025 inch. Such 49 divisions

of the main scale are equal to 25 divisions of the vernier scale.



Least count:

25 vernier scale divisions = 49 X 0.025”

Value of vernier scale division = 1.225 / 25 = 0.49”

Least count = value of main scale division – value of 1 vernier scale

division

Value of nearest MSD = 0.05” (2MSD)

= 0.05” – 0.49” = 0.001”

READING VERNIER CALIPER AND MICROMETER WITH 

INCH GRADUATIONS  



READING VERNIER CALIPER AND MICROMETER WITH 

INCH GRADUATIONS  



READING VERNIER CALIPER AND MICROMETER WITH 

INCH GRADUATIONS  



 Relief grooves are provided in assemblies

having sharp corners.

 By providing relief grooves, the contact

between the surfaces of the component

could be ensured without any

obstruction.

 The relief grooves are either external or

internal.



As per B.I.S the relief grooves are designated as

Relief groove type E (internal)

Relief groove type F (external) 



 Generally drills are manufactured to standard sizes in the

metric system.

 These drills are available in specified steps, are manufactured

in number and letter drills.

 These drills are used where odd sizes of holes are to be drilled.







 A feeler gauge consists of number of

hardened and tempered steel blades

of various thickness mounted in a

steel case.

 The thickness of individual leaves is

marked.

Uses:

Feeler gauges are used to

 To check the gap between the mating

parts.

 To set the clearance between the

fixture and the cutter/tool for

machining the job.





MASS PRODUCTION & INTERCHANGEABLE 

MANUFACTURE

Mass production:

Mass production means production of a unit, component or

part in large number.

Advantages of mass production:

Time for the manufacture of component is reduced.

The cost of a piece is reduced.

Spare parts can be quickly made available.

Disadvantages of mass production:

Special purpose machine are necessary.

Jigs and fixture are needed.

Gauges are to be used instead of conventional precision

instruments.

 Initial expenditure will be very high.



Selective assembly:

 The figure shows the difference between a

selective assembly. It will be seen in the

figure, that each nut fits only one bolt.

 Such an assembly is slow and costly, and

maintenance is difficult because spares must

be individually manufactured.

Non selective assembly:

 Any nut fits any bolt of the same size and

thread type.

 Such an assembly is rapid, and costs are

reduced.

Maintenance is simpler because spares are

easily available.

Non selective assembly provides

interchangeability between components.

MASS PRODUCTION & INTERCHANGEABLE 

MANUFACTURE



Interchangeability:

 When components are mass produced, unless they are interchangeable, the

purpose of mass production is not fulfilled.

 Necessity of the limit system:

 If components are to be interchangeable, they needed to be manufactured to the

same size which is not possible when they are mass produced.

 Hence, it becomes necessity to permit the operator to deviate by a small margin

from the exact size which he is not able to maintain for all the components.

 The system of limits and fits followed in our country is that stipulated by the

BIS.

Other systems of limits and fits:

 International Standard Organization (ISO)

 British Standard System (BSS)

 German Standard (DIN)

MASS PRODUCTION & INTERCHANGEABLE 

MANUFACTURE
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Limits of size

Hole

Size: It is a number expressed in a

particular unit in the measurement of

length.

Basic size: It is the size based on which

the dimensional deviations are given.

Actual size: It is size of the component by

actual measurement after it is

manufactured. It should lie between the

two limits of size if the component is to

be accepted.

Limits of size: these are the extreme

permissible sizes within the operator is

expected to make the component.

Maximum limit: It is the greater of the

limit sizes.

Minimum limit of sizes: It is the smaller

of the two limits of sizes.

THE INDIAN STANDARD SYSTEM OF LIMITS AND 

FITS



Hole:

In the BIS system of limits & fits, all internal features of a component

including those which are not cylindrical are designed as hole.

Shaft:

In the BIS system of limits & fits, all external features of a component

including those which are not cylindrical are designated as shaft.

THE INDIAN STANDARD SYSTEM OF LIMITS AND 

FITS



Deviation: It is the algebraic difference between a size, to its corresponding basic

size. It may be positive, negative or zero.

As pointed out earlier, the permissible variation from the basic dimension is called

deviation.

Upper deviation: It is the algebraic difference between the maximum limit of size and

its corresponding basic size.

Lower deviation: It is the algebraic difference between the minimum limit of size and

its corresponding basic size.

Actual deviation: It is the algebraic difference between actual size and its

corresponding basic size.

Tolerance: It is the difference between the maximum limit of size and the minimum

limit of size. It is always positive and is expressed only as number without a sign.

This includes the basic size, the fundamental deviation and grade of tolerance.

Zero line: In graphical representation of the above terms, the zero line represent the

basic size. This line is also called as the line of zero deviation.

THE INDIAN STANDARD SYSTEM OF LIMITS AND 
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Fundamental deviation:

Eg: 25H7

25 fundamental deviation in

the BIS system.

H- Hole (Capital letters for

holes.

7- grade of deviation is

represented by the number.

Eg: 25e8

e- shaft (small letters for

shaft.

THE INDIAN STANDARD SYSTEM OF LIMITS AND 
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The position of tolerance zone with respect to the zero line is

shown in figure.
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The position of tolerance zone with respect to the zero line is

shown in figure.



The fundamental deviations are achieving the different classes of

fits.
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Fundamental tolerance:

 This is also called as grade of

tolerance.

 There are 18 grades of

tolerances represented by

number symbols, both for

hole and shaft.
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Fits & their classification per the Indian 

Standard

Fit: It is the relationship that exist between two mating parts, a hole and

shaft, with respect to their dimensional difference before assembly.

Ex: 30 H7/g6 or H7 – g6 or 30

Above example for the expression of a fit.

Clearance : In a fit the clearance is the difference between the size of the

hole and the size of the shaft which is always positive.

Clearance Fit: It is a fit which always provides clearance. Here the

tolerance zone of the hole will be above the tolerance zone of the shaft.

6

7

g

H



Ex: 20 H7/g6

For a hole 20 H7 – we find in the table + 21

These numbers indicate the deviation in microns.

1 micrometer = 0.001

21 x 0.001 = 0.021mm.

As shown in the figure. 

Fits & their classification per the Indian 

Standard



Maximum clearance:

In a circle fir or transition fit, it is the

difference between the maximum hole

and minimum shaft.

Minimum clearance:

In a clearance fit, it is the difference

between the minimum hole and the

maximum shaft.

Ex:

Minimum clearance is 20.000 – 19.993

= 0.007mm

Maximum clearance is 20.021 – 19.980

= 0.041mm

There is always a clearance between the

hole and the shaft. This is the clearance

fit.

Fits & their classification per the Indian 

Standard



Interference :

It is the difference between the size of the hole and the shaft before assembly and

this is negative. In this case the shaft is always larger than the hole size.

Interference fit:

It is a fit which always provides interference. Here the tolerance zone of the hole

will be below the tolerance zone of the shaft.

Ex:

Fit 25H7/p6: limits of hole 25.000 and 25.021mm and the limits of the shaft

25.022 and 25.035mm. The shaft is always bigger than the hole. This is an

interference fit.

Fits & their classification per the Indian 

Standard



Maximum interference :

In an interference fit or transition fit, it is the algebraic difference

between the minimum hole and the maximum shaft.

Minimum interference :

In an interference fit, it is the algebraic difference between the

maximum hole and the minimum shaft.

Fits & their classification per the Indian 
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Transition Fit:

It is a fit which may sometimes provide clearance and sometimes

interface. This is called as transition fit.

Ex: Fit 75 H8/j7

Fits & their classification per the Indian 

Standard



Hole basis system:

In a standard system of limits and fits, where the size of the hole is

kept constant and the size of the shaft is varied to get the

difference between class of fits, then its is known as the hole basis

system.

Shaft basis:

In a standard system of limits and fits, where the size of the shaft

is kept constant and the variation are given of the hole for

obtaining difference class of fits, then it is known as shaft basis.

Fits & their classification per the Indian 

Standard
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The BIS system of limits and fits – reading the 

standard chart

Determining the limits from the chart:

Note whether it is an internal measurement or an external

measurement.

Note the basic size, note the combination of the fundamental

deviation and the grade of tolerance.

Ex: 30 H7
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